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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR tro - optical ( EO ) sensors and infrared ( IR ) sensors and image 
DETECTING , TRACKING AND recognition algorithms providing confirmation that the sub 

IDENTIFYING SMALL UNMANNED ject SUAS is in violation of airspace authorization . The 
SYSTEMS SUCH AS DRONES integration of these components via the herein disclosed 

5 combination of software and hardware is novel , not related 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED to existing art in purpose , is non - obvious , and provides a 

APPLICATIONS useful solution to uninvited , invasive and potentially haz 
ardous SUAS operations . 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent application The system of the present invention provides an inte 
Ser . No. 15 / 967,291 filed Apr. 30 , 2018 ; which is a continu- 10 grated and diversified solution that can be deployed as a 
ation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 598,112 filed " permanent placement ” or mobile system on land , sea , or air 
May 17 , 2017 , now U.S. Pat . No. 9,977,117 ; which is a platform . 
continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 821,907 The system of the invention may be strategically deployed 
filed Aug. 10 , 2015 , now U.S. Pat . No. 9,689,976 ; which to monitor the airspace around a protected interest such as a 
claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/094 , 15 property , place , event or very important person ( VIP ) offer 
154 filed Dec. 19 , 2014. The disclosures of the prior ing 360 degree azimuth coverage extending from the receiv 
applications are incorporated herein in their entirety by ing antennae of the system out to a maximum lateral distance 
reference . of about 2 kilometers ( 6560 feet ) and within the lateral 

boundaries up to a maximum altitude of about 1.5 kilometers 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 20 ( 4920 feet ) above ground level ( AGL ) . 

35 

The present invention relates to an integrated detection BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
and countermeasure solution against unmanned aerial sys 
tems , which are commonly referred to as drones . FIG . 1 is a schematic representation of the components 

25 and function of an integrated detection and countermeasure 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION system for use against unmanned aerial systems . 

FIG . 2 is a schematic representation of a countermeasure 
Unmanned aerial systems , which are commonly referred and interdiction to UAS system of the integrated detection 

to as drones , have become commercially available to the and countermeasure system for use against unmanned aerial 
general public . While there may be many safe commercial 30 systems , 44 of FIG . 1 . 
and recreational uses for unmanned aerial systems these FIG . 3 is a schematic representation of the Radio Fre 
devices may potentially pose hazards to commercial and quency ( RF ) detection system of the integrated detection and 
general aviation , the public , and private and government countermeasure system for use against unmanned aerial 
property if improperly operated . Furthermore unmanned systems , 44 of FIG . 1 . 
aerial systems may be used to violate the privacy of per FIG . 4 is a schematic representation of the Radar detec 
sonal , commercial , educational , athletic , entertainment and tion system and Electro Optical and Infer Red ( EO / IR ) 
governmental activities . Most unfortunately unmanned detection system of the integrated detection and counter 
aerial systems may potentially be used in the furtherance of measure system for use against unmanned aerial systems , 44 
invading privacy , or carrying out terrorist and / or criminal of FIG . 1 . 
activities . There is a need for a device and method of 40 
detecting the approach of an unmanned aerial system DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
towards a location where personal , public , commercial , INVENTION 
educational , athletic , entertainment and governmental 
activities occur and where an unmanned aerial system could Part Numbers 
potentially be used for invading privacy , or carrying out 45 
terrorist and criminal activities . The present invention pro 10 Transmitting multi band high gain directional antenna 
vides an integrated detection and countermeasure solution array with vertical polarity 
against unmanned aerial systems and offers increased secu 12 Receive directional antenna array 
rity , privacy , and protection from the threats of violence 14 Receive Omni antenna array 
involving small unmanned aerial vehicles / systems ( SUAS ) 50 16 EO / IR ( Electro Optical / Infra Red ) sensor 
and is applicable to governmental , commercial , private , and 18 Automatic antenna alignment assembly 
public concerns . 20 Multi - band LNA assembly 

22 Automatic antenna alignment assembly 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 24 High fidelity RF receivers / host work station CPU 

26 Azimuth and elevation vector coordinate data proces 
There is provided in accordance with the present inven 

tion a system that detects , identifies , tracks , deters and or 28 Empower 1189 - BBM3 wideband HPA assembly 
interdicts small unmanned aerial vehicles / systems ( SUAS ) 30 Receive blanking 
from ground level to several thousand feet above ground 32 Direction detect and range estimation 
level . The system disclosed herein is an integrated solution 60 34 Key sight N9310A RF signal generator with multiple 
comprising components using : existing technology for a modulation sources 
new use ; multiplexing hardware components designed for 36 Spectral signals detect and type identification 
this application ; and development of the integrating software 38 ECM modulation type select 
which calculates the exact x , y , z coordinates of the subject 40 Frequency and waveform parameters 
SUAS ; subject SUAS RF signal analysis to determine the 65 42 Modulation database 
most appropriate RF signal characteristics to affect the 43 Commercial 4k X band radar 
subject SUAS ; precision alignment of high definition elec 44 Subject UAS ( Unmanned Aerial System ) 

55 
sor 
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45 Radar clutter and target filter processor Radar detection section 104 in FIG . 4 , and the Electro 
46 Azimuth and elevation vector coordinate data proces Optical and Infer Red ( EO / IR ) detection section 105 in FIG . 

4 
99 System power and status monitor DF — designated as 12 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , Direction Finding 
100 Entire system 5 refers to the measurement of the direction from which a 
102 Countermeasure and deterrent section of entire sys received signal was transmitted , this can refer to radio or 

other forms of wireless communication tem 
103 Radio Frequency ( RF ) detection section of entire Drone designated as 44 in FIG . 1 , refers to an unmanned 

aircraft operated by remote control , allows for human cor system 
104 Radar detection section of entire system 10 rection ( i.e. semi - autonomous ) , or autonomous , see also 

UAV , UAS , SUAS , RPA 105 Electro Optical and Infer Red ( EO / IR ) detection EAR — Export Administration Regulations are regulations section of entire system that are administered by the United States Department of 
Glossary Commerce and regulate the export of “ dual use ” items ; 

15 technology designed for commercial purposes and with 
potential military applications , such as computers , software , As used herein and in the claims each of the terms defined aircraft , and pathogens as well the re - export of items in this glossary is understood to have the meaning set forth Electro - Optical and Infrared Sensors designated as 16 in this glossary . in FIGS . 1 and 4 , is a combination of a standard high 

Algorithm — a process or set of rules to be followed in 20 definition video camera capable of viewing in daylight 
calculations or other problem - solving operations by a com conditions and an infrared video camera capable of viewing 
puter in the infrared light perspective ; both camera systems can be 

Automatic Antenna Alignment Assembly - designated as purchased “ Off - The - Shelf ' as common technology , one 
18 in FIGS . 1 , 2 and 3 , and as 22 in FIGS . 1 and 4 , is common manufacturer of this type of camera systems is 
specialized electronic equipment specifically designed to 25 FLIR Systems 
automatically point the directional antennae and or camera , Electronic Counter Measure ( ECM ) Modulation Type 
laser systems to the desired location , namely a small Select - designated as 38 in FIGS . 1-3 is specialized algo 
unmanned aerial vehicles / systems ( SUAS ) designated as a rithm software that has been developed to help narrow down 
target 44 in FIG . 1 , based on longitude and or latitude the radio frequency identified by a modulation lookup table 
information gained or received by the receiving antennae , 30 ( defined in this glossary ) of the specific unmanned aerial 
designated as 12 and 14 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , and or radar vehicle / system of interest , designated as a target 44 in FIG . 
antennae designated as 43 in FIGS . 1 and 4 ; this specialized 1 , utilizing a database library that was created and catego 

rized with the specific radio frequencies common to all equipment can be purchased from and is proprietary to unmanned aerial vehicles / systems EnrGies Engineering located in Huntsville , Ala . Emitter — to send or give out a matter of energy Azimuth and Elevation Vector Coordinate Data desig EO - Electro - Optics is a branch of electrical engineering nated as 26 in FIGS . 1 and 4 , is specialized algorithm and materials science involving components , devices and software that has been developed to be used with a spherical systems that operate by modification of the optical proper coordinate system for three - dimensional space where three ties of a material by an electric field , thus it concerns the numbers specify the position of a point measured in latitude , 40 interaction between the electromagnetic ( optical ) and the 
longitude and elevation obtained from an EO / IR Sensor electrical ( electronic ) states of materials designated as 16 in FIGS . 1 and 4 that includes a Laser Frequency — the rate at which a vibration occurs that 
Range Finder , and / or Radar designated as 43 in FIGS . 1 and constitutes a wave , either in a material ( as in sound waves ) , 
4 or in an electromagnetic field ( as in radio waves and light ) , 

Blanking designated as 30 in FIGS . 1 , 2 and 3 is the 45 usually measured per second 
time between the last radio transmitting signal and the Frequency and Waveform Parameters — designated as 40 
beginning of the next radio transmitting signal in FIGS . 1-3 , Is specialized algorithm software that has been 
C2 Communications Command and Control Communi developed to identify unmanned aerial vehicles / systems 

cations links utilizing a database library that was created and categorized 
Commercial relating to or engaged in commerce ( i.e. 50 with the specific radio frequency waveform common to all 

NON - military ) unmanned aerial vehicles / systems 
Counter — to offer in response or act in opposition IR infrared is invisible ( to the human eye ) radiant 
CUASs2 — Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems of Sys energy , electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths 

tems , the system of the present invention used to detect , than those of visible light , extending from the nominal red 
identify and deter or interdict unmanned aerial vehicles or 55 edge of the visible spectrum at 700 nanometers ( frequency 
systems 430 THz ) to 1 mm ( 300 GHz ) 

Directional Antenna designated as 10 in FIGS . 1 and 2 , ISR - Intelligence , Surveillance , Reconnaissance is an 
and 12 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , a class of directional or beam activity that synchronizes and integrates the planning and 
antenna that radiates greater power in one or more directions operation of sensors , assets , and processing , exploitation , 
allowing for increased performanc nce on transmits and 60 and dissemination systems in direct support of current and 
receives and reduced interference from unwanted sources future operations 

Direction Detection and Range Estimation designated ITAR — International Traffic in Arms Regulations is a set 
as 32 in FIGS . 1-4 , is specialized algorithm software that has of United States government regulations that control the 
been developed to detect a suspected target or signal of export and import of defense - related articles and services on 
interest and calculated to obtain the azimuth and distance to 65 the United States Munitions List ( USML ) 
that target or signal of interest based on data obtained by the Jam or Jammed or Jammers or Jamming to interfere 
Radio Frequency ( RF ) detection section 103 in FIG . 3 , the with or prevent the clear reception of broadcast signals by 
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electronic means to become unworkable or to make unin RPARemotely Piloted Aircraft , aka UAV , UAS 
telligible by sending out interfering signals by any means RF – Radio Frequency is a rate of oscillation in the range 

Laser - a device that emits light through a process of of around 3 kHz to 300 GHz , which corresponds to the 
optical amplification based on the stimulated emission of frequency of radio waves , and the alternating currents that 
electromagnetic radiation 5 carry radio signals 

Laser Range Finder - designated as 16 in FIGS . 1 and 4 , Receive Blanking designated as 30 in FIGS . 1-3 , is 
is a rangefinder which uses a laser beam , usually pulsed , to specialized algorithm software that has been developed to 
determine the distance to an object stop the receiving antennae , designated as 12 and 14 in 
LED Light - Emitting Diode is a semiconductor device FIGS . 1 and 3 , from receiving radio frequency signals 

that emits visible light when an electric current passes 10 during the time that the counter measure transmitting fre 
through it quency , designated as 34 in FIGS . 1-3 , is being transmitted 

Matrix an environment in which something develops by directional transmitting antennae , designated as 10 in 
Matrix Directional Transmit Antenna Array — designated FIGS . 1 and 2 , for the purpose of deterrence or interdiction 

as 10 in FIGS . 1 and 2 , Is a signal processing technique used of the suspect unmanned aerial vehicle / system , designated 
in sensor ( Antenna ) arrays for directional signal transmis- 15 as a target 44 in FIG . 1 , identified as a known threat 
sion ; this is achieved by combining elements in a phased Receive Directional Antenna Array - designated as 12 in 
array in such a way that signals at particular angles expe FIGS . 1 and 3 , refers to multiple receiving antennae 
rience constructive interference while others experience arranged such that the superposition of the electromagnetic 
destructive interference ; his equipment can be purchased waves is a predictable electromagnetic field and that the 
“ Off - The - Shelf ' and one common manufacturer of this type 20 currents running through them are of different amplitudes 
of equipment is Motorola and phases ; this equipment can be purchased " Off - The 

Mobile Platform ( MP ) —the mobile Counter Unmanned Shelf ” and one common manufacturer of this type of equip 
Aerial System of Systems equipment installed on any ment is Motorola 
vehicle with the intent to move from one location to another Receive Omni Antenna Array - designated as 14 in FIGS . 
location as needed to fulfill a short - term need in the detec- 25 1 and 3 , is a class of antenna that receives radio wave power 
tion , identification and deterrence or interdiction of an uniformly in all directions in one plane ; this equipment can 
unmanned aerial vehicle be purchased “ Off - The - Shelf ” and one common manufac 

Modulation — the process of varying one or more proper turer of this type of equipment is Motorola 
ties of a periodic waveform , called the carrier signal , with a STC Slew To Cue , the autonomous actions of elec 
modulating signal that typically contains information to be 30 tronic , radio or optical sensors to rotate using an automatic 
transmitted antenna alignment assembly designated as 18 in FIGS . 1-3 , 

Modulation Function Generation designated as 34 in and 22 in FIGS . 1 and 4 to move and point cameras 16 in 
FIGS . 1-3 , Is specialized algorithm software that has been FIGS . 1 and 4 and countermeasures 10 in FIGS . 1 and 2 in 
developed to transmit ( Jam ) a specific radio frequency , the direction of a suspect target 44 in FIG . 1 , based on input 
designated by 38 in FIG . 1-3 and 42 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , which 35 from data processed by components 26 in FIGS . 1 and 4 , and 
is unique to a specific unmanned aerial vehicles / systems 46 in FIGS . 1 , 3 and 4 , thus , keeping the “ cued ” targets in 
utilizing a database library that was created and categorized view at all times with or without human intervention 
with the specific radio frequencies used on all common Spectral Signal - designated as 36 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , the 
unmanned aerial vehicles / systems frequency spectrum of a time - domain signal is a represen 

Modulation Lookup Table designated as 42 in FIGS . 1 40 tation of that signal in the frequency domain 
and 3 , is specialized algorithm software that has been Spectral Signal Detection and Type Identification — des 
developed to identify the broad range of radio frequencies ignated as 36 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , is specialized algorithm 
being used by a specific unmanned aerial vehicle / system of software that has been developed to detect and identify 
interest , designated as a target 44 in FIG . 1 , utilizing a unmanned aerial vehicles / systems utilizing a database 
database library that was created and categorized with the 45 library that was created and categorized with the spectral 
specific radio frequencies common to all unmanned aerial signatures common to all unmanned aerial vehicles / systems 
vehicles / systems SUAS designated as 44 in FIG . 1 small Unmanned 

Multi - Band a communication device that supports mul Aerial System , usually weighing less than 20 kg or 55 lbs . 
tiple radio frequency bands Target designated as 44 in FIG . 1 , something or some 

Multiband Low Noise Amplifier ( LNA ) Assembly - des- 50 one of interest to be affected by an action or development 
ignated as 20 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , is a multi - radio frequency Target Tracking Log — a graphic or table of coordinates 
electronic amplifier used to amplify possibly very weak documenting the target's path in space during area of 
signals , for example captured by an antenna 
Omni - directional Antenna designated as 14 in FIGS . 1 Technology — the application of science , especially to 

and 3 , a class of antenna which receives or transmits radio 55 industrial or commercial objectives 
wave power uniformly in all directions in one plane , with the Threat - a declaration or an act of an intention or deter 
radiated power decreasing with elevation angle above or mination to inflict the destruction of property or harm , 
below the plane , dropping to zero on the antenna's axis punishment , injury or death of person ( s ) 
OTS - Off The Shelf refers to materials or equipment that UAS designated as 44 in FIG . 1 , Unmanned Aerial 

currently exists and is readily available for purchased or use 60 System , Unmanned Aircraft System ( aka UAV , RPA ) 
Permanent Platform ( PP ) —the installation of the Counter UAV — designated as 44 in FIG . 1 , Unmanned Aerial 

Unmanned Aerial System of Systems equipment at a specific Vehicle , Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle ( aka UAS , RPA ) 
location to fulfill a long - term need in the detection , identi Uplink — the part of a network connection used to send , or 
fication and deterrence or interdiction of an unmanned aerial upload , data from one device to a remote device 
vehicle Uplink Video / Radio Transmitter Assembly - designated 

Pulse a single vibration or short burst of sound , electric as 28 in FIGS . 1 and 2 , is a device that will take the received 
current , light , or other wave radio or video frequency information from database libraries 

concern 

65 
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designated as 36 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , 40 in FIGS . 1-3 , and 42 A second function of the system is providing countermea 
in FIGS . 1 and 3 and send it through a radio amplifier sures against SUAS that is determined to be a threat in or 
designated as 34 in FIGS . 1-3 to a transmitting directional approaching the vicinity of a property , place , event or VIP . 
antenna or matrix directional transmit antenna array desig Azimuthal data for a SUAS is determined by the detection 
nated as 10 in FIGS . 1 and 2 ; this equipment can be 5 section 103-105 of the system . The system's control soft 
purchased “ Off - The - Shelf ” and one common manufacturer ware / hardware provides this information to the integrated 
of this type of equipment is Motorola Electro - Optical ( EO ) and Infrared ( IR ) sensor 16 which 

Uplink / Video Standard Definition ( SD ) Receiver & Host autonomously centers the field of regard of the EO / IR sensor 
Workstation designated as 24 in FIGS . 1 and 3 , is a to the known location of the subject SUAS 44. When the 
connection from the antennae to the video encoder where the 10 visual identification is confirmed to be a SUAS ; by either video analytics or human verification , the system of inven information is processed by the main computer network ; the tion's software / hardware will then determine the precise x , uplink equipment can be purchased “ Off - The - Shelf ” and one y , z coordinates ( x = longitude , y = latitude , z = altitude ) of the common manufacturer of this type of equipment is Cisco SUAS . This precise location and range information is pro Systems ; the video receiver and main computer is also 15 vided to the countermeasure and deterrent section 102 of the 
“ Off - The - Shelf " technology and are readily available from system 100. Using this data the countermeasure and deter 
numerous manufacturers rent section 102 computes the RF spectral characteristics 

Vector — a quantity having direction as well as magnitude , that will nullify signals that the SUAS expects to receive . A 
especially as determining the position of one point in space signal generator 34 produces a tailored signal and a variable 
relative to another 20 strength amplifier 28 generates the output power required ; 

Watt — the system unit of power , equivalent to one joule causing the desired effect at the desired range to the subject 
per second , corresponding to the power in an electric circuit SUAS 44. The countermeasure and deterrent section 102 
in which the potential difference is one volt and the current broadcasts the unique generated RF waveform using highly 
one ampere directional and focused antennae 10. The system uses Blank 

Waveform a graphic representation of the shape of a 25 ing 30 at the time between the last radio transmitting signal 
wave that indicates its characteristics as frequency and and the beginning of the next radio - transmitting signal of the 
amplitude transmitted signal in accordance with the frequency and 

Referring to FIGS . 1-4 there are shown schematic repre waveform parameters 40 to avoid negative internal effects to 
sentations of the components and function of an integrated system 103. The system then disables the SUAS sensors , or 
detection and countermeasure system 100 for use against 30 causes the sUAS navigation system to malfunction due to 
unmanned aerial systems 44. A first function of the system communication interference causing most SUAS to enter a 
is locating and identifying a UAS target . The present inven " Fail Safe Mode ” ( either land immediately or return to the 
tion provides integrated detection sections 103-105 and launch point ) . This action is SUAS specific and is based on 
deterrent / countermeasure section 102 against small the manufacturer design and SUAS operational capabilities . 
unmanned aerial vehicles / systems ( SUAS ) , which are com- 35 The interdict element of a system of the present invention 
monly referred to as drones , in the vicinity of , or approach interdicts the operation of an SUAS initially in a non 
ing the vicinity of a property , place , event or very important destructive manner , increasing to a destructive manner based 
person ( VIP ) . All SUAS's have a distinct set of spectral on the response of the target SUAS . A system of the present 
signatures ( sound , heat , radar cross section , radio frequency invention may interdict the operation of a SUAS in a 
wave pattern ) detected by a spectral signal identifier pro- 40 non - destructive manner by transmitting a concentrated 
cessor 36. This fact is the basis for the detection sections Radio Frequency ( RF ) emission tuned to the specific SUAS 
103-105 of the system 100 of the present invention and characteristics identified by the spectral analysis during the 
sections 103-105 is the first function of the system . Using a detection process . These RF waveforms are then used to 
proven high - end direction finding ( DF ) high fidelity RF disrupt the expected inputs to the onboard controller of the 
receiver 24 coupled with omnidirectional and directional 45 identified SUAS . The video downlink signal is the initial 
antennae 12 , 14 and unique created software of the system target of the interdiction process . If this interruption is not 
when the RF signature of the SUAS flying within the sufficient to deter the SUAS , the RF transmitter will be tuned 
system's detection boundaries is detected , for example to the appropriate control frequency to disrupt the SUAS 
within maximum lateral distance of about 2 kilometers on - board electronics . These actions will cause most SUAS to 
( 6560 feet ) and within the aerial boundaries up to a maxi- 50 enter the Fail Safe Mode ( either land immediately or return 
mum altitude of about 1.5 kilometers ( 4920 feet ) above to the launch point ) . The present invention considers the 
ground level ( AGL ) . This element of the system may be differences based on the manufacturer design and opera 
augmented and is shown with additional signature detection tional capabilities of the SUAS on a case - by - case basis and 
elements consisting of acoustic and / or radar sensors 43 and tailors the inventions countermeasure / deterrent response 
electro optical sensors 16. These elements operate with 55 accordingly . 
unique software translating discernable signatures into The countermeasure and deterrent section 102 of the 
coherent data aiding in the detection and location process . system 100 interdicts the operation of an SUAS in a non 
All signature data is then processed to generate a reference destructive manner by using the non - destructive technology 
azimuth and elevation 26 , 46 from the sensor to the subject described to generate a interdict transmission signal that is 
SUAS 44. The information generated by the systems detec- 60 significantly stronger than control signals from an operator 
tion section is then passed electronically to the direction and of the SUAS . This interdict transmission will have signifi 
range estimation processor 32 to yield a target's location . cantly higher gain ( Stronger Signal ) and target both the 
The system 100 of the present invention uses the hardware sensor and the control electronics of the SUAS . The inter 
and software of the Radio Frequency ( RF ) detection section diction process may be augmented with electro - magnetic 
103 to identify the type of SUAS and the associated known 65 pulse technology , pulsed laser and is specifically designed to 
and observed radio frequencies signatures required for the accept other current or future counter - measures used to 
SUAS communications and video data exchange . defeat the sUAS ' electronics , motors and or navigation 
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systems . The effects of the higher gain radio transmission conjunction with the Receive Blanking unit 30. When the 
will cause amongst other effects , servo - chatter , resulting in Uplink Video Transmitter 28 is transmitting a radio signal 
the loss of control of the SUAS and disruption of most the Receive Blanking unit 30 will force the DF antennae 12 , 
on - board electronic processes increasing the probability of a 14 to stop receiving the radio frequency being transmitted by 
forced landing . In addition , a counter SUAS can be dis- 5 the Matrix Directional Transmit Antenna Array 10. The 
patched with autonomous navigation data being supplied by radio frequency selected to disrupt the communication link 
the system of present invention to locate and intentionally of the SUAS with its ' operator is then transmitted by the 
disable the opposing UAS by flying into it , dropping a net Transmitter Assembly 28 using the Matrix Directional 
on the threat , covering it with spray foam or liquid or Transmit Antenna Array 10 aimed at the SUAS 44 via the 
capturing the opposing SUAS . 10 Automatic Antenna Alignment Assembly 18 . 

The system of the present invention will use direction While the invention has been described with reference to 
finding ( DF ) equipment 12 , 16 to search for the radio certain exemplary embodiments , obvious modifications and 
communications link of an airborne SUAS 44 , commonly alterations are possible by those skilled in the related art . 
referred to as a drone . Integrating multiple Direction Finding Therefore , it is intended that the invention include all such 
( DF ) equipment 26,46 to the system of the present invention 15 modifications and alterations to the full extent that they 
will increase the precision in obtaining the azimuth that the come within the scope of the following claims or the 
SUAS is flying . Integrating radar equipment 43 provided equivalents thereof . 
with a radar clutter and target filter processor 45 , with the 
direction finding ( DF ) equipment will provide the present The invention claimed is : 
invention the ability to determine with greater accuracy the 20 1. A system , comprising : 
altitude and azimuth of the SUAS 44 at the time of discovery at least one radio receiver configured to detect a radio 
and during the time it remains within the systems detection frequency ( RF ) signature based on a radio signal com 
boundaries . municated between an aerial target and a remote con 
When the DF equipment 26 , 46 has detected a commu trol device ; 

nication link of a SUAS within the system boundaries , the 25 at least one radar configured to detect the target ; and 
receive host workstation 24 will analyze the radio frequency at least one computer processor programmed to identify 
wave signature and confirm that the RF detected is from a the target based on the detected RF signature and locate 
SUAS . This process also applies when a radar unit 43 is the target based on the radar detection , and based on at 
integrated with the DF equipment . least one of target identification and / or target location , 

The information obtained from DF 26 , 46 and or radar 30 determine if the target is an unmanned aerial system 
unit 43 is then sent to the direction detect and range ( UAS ) . 
estimation unit 32 where algorithms will be used to send 2. The system recited in claim 1 , further comprising a 
SUAS location coordinates the Automatic Antenna Align database of RF signature data that the at least one computer 
ment Assembly ( A4 ) 22 , 18. Put another way , using Slew To processor accesses to detect the RF signature . 
Cue , the autonomous actions of electronic , radio or optical 35 3. The system recited in claim 2 , wherein the RF signature 
sensors to rotate using an automatic antenna alignment data comprises modulation information , and the database 
assembly 18 , 22 to move and point cameras 16 and coun comprises a modulation look - up table . 
termeasures in the direction of a suspect target 44 based on 4. The system recited in claim 1 , wherein determining the 
input from data processed by the azimuth and elevation unit UAS comprises one of target of interest or threat if its 
26 46 , thus , keeping the “ cued ” targets in view at all times 40 location is within a predetermined airspace boundary around 
with or without human intervention . This information will a protected interest . 
then direct the Automatic Antenna Alignment Assembly 5. The system recited in claim 1 , further comprising an 
( A4 ) 22 to point the Electro - Optical and Laser Range alignment assembly configured to employ UAS location 
Finding unit 16 at the SUAS to allow for visual confirmation , information to point at least one of the radar , a laser range 
distance and elevation of the SUAS to be known . 45 finder , a radio receiver antenna , and an electro - optic receiver 

The information obtained by the Laser Range Finding in the direction of the UAS . 
equipment will be sent to the Azimuth and Elevation Vector 6. The system recited in claim 1 , further comprising an 
Coordinate Data unit 26 which will send exact azimuth and electronic countermeasure ( ECM ) signal generator config 
elevation information to the A4 system 18 controlling the ured to transmit an ECM signal to disrupt communications 
Matrix Directional Transmit Antenna Array 10 via the 50 between the UAS and the remote control device . 
Direction Detect and Range Estimation unit 32 . 7. The system recited in claim 6 , wherein the ECM signal 
When the communications link between the subject SUAS generator employs waveform parameters of at least one of 

and its ' operator is detected by the Radio Frequency ( RF ) an uplink and a downlink radio signal . 
detection section 103 of the system the information is passed 8. An apparatus , comprising : 
through the Multiband LNA Assembly 20 and through the 55 a memory ; and at least one processor operatively coupled 
Uplink Receive Host Workstation 24. The information is to the memory , the at least one processor configured to : 
then sent to the Spectral Signal Detect and Type Identifica detect a radio frequency ( RF ) signature of at least one 
tion unit 36 where the type of SUAS is determined based on of an uplink and a downlink radio signal communi 
a known database containing Spectral Signal Wave infor cated between an unmanned aerial system ( UAS ) 
mation 36. When the Spectral Signal Wave information is 60 and a remote control device ; 
known the information is sent to the Frequency and Wave identify the UAS based on the RF signature ; 
Form Parameters unit 40 where the analyzed RF data is sent process radar data to locate the UAS ; and 
to the Modulation Look Up Table 42. When the Modulation based on at least one of UAS identification and loca 
information is known the information is then sent to the tion , determine if the target is a UAS . 
ECM Modulation Type Select unit 38 . 9. The apparatus recited in claim 8 , further comprising a 

The selected modulation waveform is then sent to the database of RF signature data that the at least one processor 
Uplink Video Transmitter Assembly 28 that unit works in accesses to identify the UAS . 
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10. The apparatus recited in claim 9 , wherein the RF employing a radar to locate the UAS ; and 
signature data comprises modulation information , and the based on at least one of UAS identification and location , 
database comprises a modulation look - up table . determining if the target is a UAS . 

11. The apparatus recited in claim 8 , wherein determining 16. The method recited in claim 15 , wherein identifying 
the UAS comprises one of target of interest or threat if its 5 the UAS comprises accessing a database of RF signature 
location is within a predetermined airspace boundary around data . 
a protected interest . 17. The method recited in claim 16 , wherein the RF 12. The apparatus recited in claim 8 , wherein the at least signature data comprises modulation information , and the one processor is further configured to control an alignment database comprises a modulation look - up table . assembly to point at least one of a radar , a laser range finder , 10 18. The method recited in claim 15 , wherein determining a radio receiver antenna , and an electro - optic receiver in the 
direction of the UAS . if the UAS comprises one of target of interest or threat if the 

UAS's location is within a predetermined airspace boundary 13. The apparatus recited in claim 8 , wherein the at least 
one processor is further configured to control an electronic around a protected interest . 

19. The method recited in claim 15 , further comprising countermeasure ( ECM ) signal generator that generates an 15 
ECM signal for disrupting communications between the controlling an alignment assembly to point at least one of a 
UAS and its remote - control device . radar , a laser range finder , a radio receiver antenna , and an 

14. The apparatus recited in claim 13 , wherein the ECM electro - optic receiver in the direction of the UAS . 
20. The method recited in claim 15 , further comprising signal generator employs waveform parameters of at least 

one of the uplink and the downlink radio signal . employing an electronic countermeasure ( ECM ) signal gen 
15. A method , comprising : erator to generate an ECM signal for disrupting communi 
detecting a radio frequency ( RF ) signature of at least one cations between the UAS and its remote - control device . 

of an uplink and a downlink radio signal communicated 21. The method recited in claim 20 , wherein the ECM 
between an unmanned aerial system ( UAS ) and a signal generator employs waveform parameters of at least 
remote control device ; one of the uplink and the downlink radio signal . 

identifying the UAS based on the RF signature ; 
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